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creating citizens for the future: compassionate, curious and strong. 
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Dear parents and carers, 

Welcome back to the final term of 2019. Term four is always a really busy term. Part of the busyness includes a strong 

recruitment process for new staff as our wonderful school continues to grow. We would like to let our community know 

of the following appointments that have been made this term: 

 Missy Kloss who has been appointed as a new assistant principal; 

 Alyssa Tobin, Allison Winter and Daniela Catania who have been appointed to the administration team; 

 Kristine Date, Zarmina Butt and Ashleigh Stafford who have been appointed to the education support team; 

 Chafia Boudaoud (Madame Chafia) who is teaching French. 

We congratulate and welcome all new staff to Tarneit Rise Primary School. We are very grateful to have such a 

dedicated, dynamic and talented staff. 

Our transition program begins soon. We are looking forward to working with, and welcoming, our new students. 

Transition dates are as follows: 

2020 prep students 

 Wednesday November 20th 4.00 – 5.00pm  

 Wednesday November 27th 9.30 -10.30am 

 Wednesday December 4th 4.00 – 5.00pm 

 Tuesday December 10th 9.30am – 12 noon 

During these three transition sessions the children will be in class with the teachers and their peers. Parents and carers 

will be attending information sessions in the gymnasium so children are able to settle to task and teachers can observe 

the children and see what they can do independently. 

2020 grade 1- grade 6 students 

 Tuesday November 26th 9.00-1.00pm 

Book covering support 

We have just ordered some new books for our children but before they can be used they need to be covered. If you 

could spend some time helping us we wold be very grateful. We will provide training, and even if you aren’t confident 

in covering books, you might be able to stamp the books, put on stickers, put together the book boxes or cut out the 

contact ready for covering. All these tasks take time and many hands make light work! If you are available, please call 

into the front office any day between 11.30 and 3.00pm. 
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Every Minute Counts 

There is no safe number of days for missing school – each day a student misses puts them behind and can affect their 

longer term educational and social outcomes. Sadly, our attendance is not tracking well. Whilst illness accounts for 

most of our students’ time away from school, the second greatest factor is family holidays.  We cannot help when our 

children get sick, but as parents, we do have control of when we book family holidays. Family holidays should be taken 

during the term breaks so children are not missing important learning time.  Please note family holidays will be 

recorded as ‘unapproved’.  We have included the term holiday dates in this newsletter so you can pre-plan or book 

any family holidays during the holidays. We are particularly concerned with the amount of school our younger 

children are missing. People may think that it is ok to miss a day or two as ‘it’s only prep (or grade 1 or grade 2)’ but 

these are the foundation years of school. The years on which all other learning is built upon. You would never 

buy/build a house on shaky foundations. The same applies to school. EVERY day is important to ensure solid 

foundations for learning are built. 

Uniform 

It’s term four so please make sure your child has their Tarneit Rise Primary School hat at school every day.  

Remember No Hat No Play! 

We are so very proud of our school and our uniform unites us as one community. Please ensure your child is in the correct 

school uniform and wearing the right combination of uniform items: 

Sports Uniform 

 Windcheater (black and teal with logo) 

 Black track pants/black shorts/skorts 

 Back and teal polo top (long or short sleeved) 

 White or black socks with runners (black if possible) 

Academic uniform 

 White striped shirt with logo (long or short sleeved) 

 Grey pants (please note the grey pants are not track pants and are dark grey) 

 Black pullover (jumper) with logo 

 Black cardigan with logo 

 Tunic (summer/winter) 

 White or black socks with black shoes 

The soft-shelled jacket may be worn with either the spots or academic uniform. A black hat with the logo must be worn 

in terms 1 and 4. Please remember to clearly name all items of school uniform.  

 

Road Safety at school drop-off and pick-up 

We cannot emphasise enough the importance of driving and parking with safety and consideration at school drop-off 

and pick-up times. We have had a number of unsafe incidents occur each week, such as parking in No Standing spots, 

making U-turns near the crossing, double parking, children not being restrained in cars, walking children across the 

road but not using the school crossing, and letting children out of cars when they are not pulled up to the curb. Please 

ensure that you pull up to the curb to let your children out of the car, even if you must pull up a little bit further along 

the road or park in the Soccer car park and walk your child through the back gate. If you need to turn around, it is 

much safer to take the couple of minutes to drive around the block than it is to make a U-turn. We have increased the 

staff presence out in front of the school at drop-off and pick-up times and we will be reminding families about these 

expectations, if required, either in person or by phone. Next year, we will have more families at school using the same 

sized space so let’s establish safe and considerate practices now. Thank you for your support. 
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Grounds and Facilities 

Over the holidays work continued on the soccer pitch and netball courts. This area is looking fantastic and getting 

closer and closer to completion very day. It is anticipated that the soccer pitch and netball courts will be finished this 

term, so all children will get to enjoy this space before the end of the year. 

Landscaping around the portable classrooms was also completed over the holidays. The area looks lovely and many 

children have made positive comments. The landscaping was completed thanks to a grant from the Minister’s Office 

and we are very grateful for the opportunity to beautify our school grounds.  

Enjoy your week 

Nadia, Sarah and Missy 
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Welcome back for Term 4! We have a very busy term ahead. Our Prep grades have begun their swimming programs 

with Prep A, B and C successfully completing their program in Week 1. This week sees Prep D, E and F complete theirs 

and Prep G, H and I are in Week 3 followed by Prep J and K completing their swimming in Week 4. It is important that 

you remember to pack your child a swimming bag that has a towel and a change of underwear in it and all items of 

clothing worn to school and being taken to the pool have your child’s name on it. Also, having your child practise at 

home getting themselves dried and dressed after their bath or shower will help them considerably because they need 

to do this themselves when they are at the pool.  

Also, now that we are in term 4 and the weather is getting hotter and sunnier, it is a requirement that all students 

have their Tarneit Rise hats with them to go outside and play, so please make sure these are in your child’s bag for the 

rest of the term with their name clearly labelled.  

In literacy, our Prep students have begun identifying the features of narratives. We have been discussing the 

characters, setting, problem and solution. We encourage you to ask your child to identify these features in their take 

home reading. Students have also begun to write their own narratives in writing. In numeracy, our students are 

beginning to learn about sharing objects into equal groups. Students have started using the terms ‘fair share’ and 

‘unfair share’. To support this, we encourage you to discuss everyday situations that involve sharing objects equally 

between groups, for example, sharing toys between children or sharing food. Also, this term we are learning about 

ways that we can stay safe and healthy. 

We are very proud of what our students have already achieved this year and we are looking forward to watching them 

grow even more this term! 

Prep Team.  
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Welcome back to Term 4! This year has gone by so fast, it’s hard to believe there is only one more term left in Grade 

One! The students have settled in wonderfully and are showing that they are ready to learn.  

This term the Grade One students will be working on writing Information Reports and how we need to organise the 

facts we collect on a topic into a plan. For reading, students have started focusing on non-fiction texts and what the 

author’s purpose is for each text. We are looking at the different features of a non-fiction text this week. In Numeracy 

we have been learning about Money and the different types of notes and coins we have. Students have been enjoying 

learning how to order coins and notes from the smallest value to the largest value.  

This term we are also starting the topic Digital Technologies. Students will be exploring different types of digital 

technologies and how we can use it as part of our learning. We will be exploring how to use digital technology safely 

and the different Apps we can use. 

We are continuing with using the activities calendar to help support the learning we do in the classroom at home. 

Grade One families should have received the October calendar at the start of term.  

Just a quick reminder to make sure that your children are reading every night 

Thank you for a great start to Term 4!  

The Grade One Team  
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What a fabulous start we have had so far. Thank you to all of the families and staff who assisted and brought food / 
supplies to the grade two sleepover last term. It was such a successful night and one that that the students will 
remember for many years to come! Just a reminder, we still have some unclaimed lost property from the sleepover. If 
you are missing anything (sleepover bags / pillows / clothes etc.), please see your child’s teacher. 

In reading this term, we will be focusing on building some important reading comprehension skills such as predicting, 
clarifying, questioning, summarising and synthesising. Each skill in isolation assists in building comprehension but 
collectively, enables students to gain a much deeper understanding of the text that they are reading. We encourage 
students to practice these skills whenever they are reading. For example, students can make predictions based on 
what they think the text will about using their prior knowledge and clues from the text such as the text purpose, 
structure, headings and images. Students can then confirm their predictions, modify or reject them. Below is an 
outline of the skills. We encourage these to be explored and practiced at home when completing take home reading. 

·         Predict: Students make predictions using evidence from the text, such as text features. Students also predict the 

author's purpose and text organisation. 

·         Question: Students cite textual evidence and draw on multiple sources to ask and answer questions in order to 

understand the text better. 

·         Clarify: Students apply their phonics and word analysis skills to decode new and unfamiliar words. They rely on 

context to confirm, self-correct, and reread when necessary. They also analyse how parts of the text fit together and 

clarify by rereading or reading on to figure out confusing points, words, or phrases. 

·         Summarise: Students identify main ideas and details and compare and contrast the structure of a text to determine 

themes and summarise narrative text. They also integrate and evaluate information from the text and support their 

claims with text evidence 

·         Synthesise: Students combine ideas from a range of sources in order to group and present common ideas or 

arguments 

In writing this term, we are continuing with the writing process and focusing on a new genre of writing - persuasive 
writing. Students are encouraged to explore topics they feel strongly about such as the environment, and devise 
arguments either for or against their topic with the aim of convincing their reader. We hope to publish these soon so 
please keep an eye out around the school for any published work! 

In numeracy this term, we have been learning to describe the likelihood of an event occurring using chance terms 
such as won’t happen, might happen, will happen, impossible, unlikely, even chance, likely, certain. We encourage 
students to think about particular events and test themselves. For example, what is the chance you will fly to the 
moon on Friday after school? Next week, we are excited to begin our unit on mass, capacity and volume. 

We hope everyone enjoyed their holidays and are settling into the term nicely, 

Grade two Team.  

Grade 
Two News

Community
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Welcome back to Term Four! Our last term of the year! What a wonderful first week back we have had. The 3 / 4 

students had a fantastic time learning about our local history by exploring the Werribee Mansion. The students were 

able to experience what life was like for the laundry staff by washing the clothes exactly how they did hundreds of 

years ago!  

This Term our 3-6 students are starting to learn the importance of inferring while reading and starting their 

measurement unit for Mathematics! 

The 3 /4 students are starting their information reports for writing and continuing on with our History capability. 

Whereas the 5 / 6 students have started their unit of historical narratives and will be starting their capability on Health 

this term. 

Our 5 /6 robotics team have also been extremely busy getting ready for their competition on November the 7th, we 

are all very excited about this.  

We are all very excited about this Term!  

From the grade 3-6 team.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Grade 3-6

News

Community
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Student absence  
If your child is absent an explanation must be provided to the school. There are a few options for providing 
this information;  

 Call the school on 7002 6580 and press option 2 to leave a message. Clearly state your child’s name, 
class and reason for absence.  

 Email: tarneit.rise.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au  

Late arrivals  
School starts at 8:45 am and at Tarneit Rise we believe Every Minute Counts. If your child arrives at school 
after 8:45 they must receive a late pass from the office. This will ensure their attendance is correctly 
entered.  

Hot Lunches  
Please ensure your child always has their lunch and snacks provided in their bags before school. We cannot 
accept hot food or take-away meals at the office. If you would like your child to have hot food then please 
use a thermal container so it can stay warm until lunchtime. Please ensure you are packing spoons and forks 
if required for your child’s food.  

Sickbay  
We highly recommend that all children have a spare pair for clothing kept in their bags in case of toileting 
accidents at school. We suggest packing a pair of black tracksuit pants, socks and underwear.  
We would like to remind families that the Department of Education and Training does not provide personal 
accident insurance or ambulance cover for students. We highly recommend that families have their own 
Ambulance coverage/insurance, and please ensure that we have up to date details at the front office in case 
of an emergency.  

Change of contact details 
If your contact details have changed please come to the office to fill out a form as it is important that we 
have the correct contact details on file in case of an emergency. 

Lost Property  
Near the entrance of each learning pod you will find a large grey laundry basket for lost property. Please 
ensure your child’s items are clearly marked with their name so that they can be easily returned.  
Please check that your children are coming home with the correct items. If they bring home an item with 

someone else’s name, please return it to the office. 

Book Bags 

Book Bags are now available at Rushford’s in Werribee. We have a limited number available at the office. 

Uniform 

Please ensure all names are put on your child’s uniform  

 

 

 

 

Messages from the office

mailto:tarneit.rise.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au
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Dear Tarneit Rise community,

Unfortunately, we have no placements available for the rest of the year. Please email again 

in 2020 if you still require a placement school for your education support studies. We will 

also advertise placement opportunities in our fortnightly newsletter as of 2020, which you 

can access on our website. Wishing you all the best with your studies in education support. 

 

Term 3 Dates 

Sun Week Mon  Tue  Wed  Thu  Fri  Sat 

October 
13 

  14  15  16  17  18 
 

 19 

20  21  22  23  24  25 
World 
Teachers 
Day  

 26 

27  28  29  30  31  November  
1 

 2 

3  4  5 
Melbourne 
Cup ( No 
School) 

 6  7  8  9 
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5/6A Whaaroa Showing kindness & assisting others when they need help. 
5/6B Ishan He leads by example and works hard to achieve his 

personal best. 
French – 
Madame Chafia 

Anvesha  2A Her responsible attitude to her learning. 

French Madame 
Wale 

Mele 1F Fabulous effort & participation in a difficult lesson. 

PE 
Mr Marley 

Varsha 2D Demonstrating school values in PE and showing excellent 
growth mindset. 

PE 
Mr Hayward 

Ahad 1I Demonstrating school values in PE and showing excellent 
growth mindset. 

Science Ansh Prep H Curiosity & enthusiasm during Science. 
Visual Arts   
Preforming Arts Aarth 1A 

 
 
Sahibjot 1C 

Showing excellent concentration & effort when learning 
how to read & play musical thythms. 
 
Challenging herself to be loud & trying her best when 
participating in musical activities 
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Dear parents as part of our ongoing extra-curricular program please view the timetable below outlining the 
scheduled sports/activities that are on offer this term.  
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This term in PE will see the students participating in Cricket and Tennis. Foundation level, Grade 1 and 2 

students will start the term doing Cricket with a focus on high catches, overarm throwing and striking.  

Grade 3-6 students will be commencing with Tennis with a focus developing lateral movement, forehand 

and backhand shots. Term 4 also sees the Grade 3-6 teachers running their ‘Boot Camp’ on Thursday 

mornings before school in the ‘running club’ slot at 8:10am-8:40am. The Boot Camp is another free session 

and will also double up as a House competition with the House with most attendees at the end of 6 weeks 

being crowned the Boot Camp Champ!!! Running Club will run as normal and free on Monday and 

Wednesday 8:10am-8:40am.  

 

 

In Term 4, Grade 1, 3/4 & 5/6 students have the pleasure of learning about music in their weekly Performing 

Arts classes! We have started using our voices and musical instruments to express ourselves, explore our 

own musical ability and will begin to learn to sing and play songs in the next few weeks. 

Learning music improves cognitive and non-cognitive ability as well as helping children to be more open and 

ambitious. Students will become better readers, writers and mathematicians as they improve as musicians. 

If you are curious to know the benefits of learning music for your child, follow this link to learn more: 

https://tinyurl.com/music-improves-child-skills  

If you’d like your child to have more experience making music, please take advantage of The Music Bus: they 

come to school after hours to teach willing students about musical theory alongside learning an instrument 

such as voice, keyboard, drums, ukulele and many more! I also run an after-school choir on Mondays at 3.15 

for Tarneit Rise students from Grade 1 to 6 for those who would like to improve their teamwork skills and 

singing ability! 

 

If you have any questions regarding The Music Bus or our after-school choir, please contact the office. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://tinyurl.com/music-improves-child-skills
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This term Prep students are learning all about plants. They will learn the 

different parts of a plant, investigate what we used plants for, they will grow their own 

plant and explore the different growing conditions that plants need to grow. 

I am asking that all students please bring to school some stockings and a small glass 

jar (no lid). Please give this to your child’s teacher and they will keep it until their 

Science lesson in week 4. 
 

  

 

Grade 2 students are learning about different materials that we use in our 

everyday lives, like plastic, wood, paper and glass. Students are exploring different 

properties of these materials and suggesting uses for each material. Students will 

look at traditional clothing from around the world and explore what materials are 

used to make this clothing. Later in the term they will examine what happens when 

different food items are mixed together to form another substance, for example milk 

and flour together makes a dough. 

 

Bienvenue au quatrième trimestre! Welcome to the 4th term. This term we are very 

excited to have Madame Chafia join the French teaching team. She has met most of the 

students and is very excited to work with and get to know everyone. Please make her 

feel welcome and say ‘Bonjour’ when you are in the yard.  
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How are we using iPads in the classroom? 

Epic Books – Students choose a book to read from an expansive collection. This app provide 

the option for students to read independently and read aloud books for students to listen 

with the words being highlighted as they are read. 

Mathletics – Students access set tasks to practice skills learnt during a unit. 

Book creator – Sentences are dictated by the teacher so that students can play it back to 

themselves, promoting independent learning. Students also take photos of their learning and 

insert in to Book Creator pages, teacher then showcase class learning in the reflection of the 

lesson. 

 

Technology in the home – Tips for screen time 

All information has been sourced from the E-Safety Commission (click HERE for more details 

on this topic) 

1. Be involved – make it a shared activity. 
2. Work with your child to set boundaries for screen use –  

 With younger children discuss, the time limits you are setting. Colourful visuals 
will support their understanding. 

 With older children, let them be part of the decision-making process. 
3. Be clear about the consequences of not switching off – check out the Raising Children 

Network for some helpful tools and advice 
4. Set device-free zones and times at home – some examples are: 

 No devices in bedrooms. 

 No devices/screen 1 hour before bedtime. 

 All family members switch off at dinner time. 
5. Ask your child to explain their screen use – Get children in the habit of explaining why 

they want to be in front of a screen/online. This also gets them thinking about their 
digital use habits! 

6. Use tech tools to help manage access – use device tools and functions to see what 
apps are being used and to set parental controls. Involve children in this process  

 Android devices: Google Family Link 

 iPhone/iPad: parental controls and Screen Time 
7. Lead by example – Adult behaviour is one of the most effective ways to help children 

develop a positive digital mindset. Model what you are asking of them. 

https://www.esafety.gov.au/parents/big-issues/time-online
https://raisingchildren.net.au/
https://raisingchildren.net.au/
https://support.google.com/families/answer/7103340?hl=en
https://support.apple.com/en-ie/HT201304
https://support.apple.com/en-ie/HT201304
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Grant Dew – Grade 2 Classroom Teacher  

 

What is or favourite colour?  

Yellow 

What is your favourite season of the year and why?  

Summer because the weather is the best. 

What is your favourite number and why?  

43 because I wear it when I play sport. 

What is your favourite book and why?  

Shadow the Sheepdog by Enid Blyton.  It is a story about a boy and his loyal 

and brave dog. 

What is your favourite food?  

I love to eat tacos, especially on a Tuesday! 

What do you love about your job?  

Seeing all of your smiling faces each day! 
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Claire Bennington – Foundation Classroom Teacher 

What is or favourite colour?  

Purple and green. 

What is your favourite season of the year and why?  

Spring because I plant vegetables in my garden. Summer because I pick the 

vegetables from my garden to put in the salads I make. 

What is your favourite number and why?  

I don’t have a favourite number. 

What is your favourite book and why?  

A Dog’s Purpose by W. Bruce Cameron. It tells the story of a dog journey 

through life from the dog’s perspective. After reading this book I thought 

about what my dog, Jovi, might be thinking during his day. 

What is your favourite food?  

I can’t choose just one! I love all foods, both cooking and eating. 

What do you love about your job?  

Seeing that lightbulb moment and pride when students understand a concept 

or master a skill that they thought was too hard.   
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YEARS PREP – YEAR 6 2020 MATERIALS & BOOKLIST PACKAGE 

 

Thank you for choosing Tarneit Rise Primary School for your child’s/children’s education.  The purpose of this letter is 

to provide important information and to inform you of the expected financial outlays. 

DET (The Department of Education and Training) provides funding to each school through the SRP, (Student Resource 

Package) however the school needs to supplement this funding for the materials that the students use in their 

educational program. 

The items below lists the essential items which are to be paid for each student and the voluntary contributions which 

parents can choose to pay. 

The essential items charge will provide the following for your child: 

 Provision of higher cost materials- art supplies 

 Bookpack – Compulsory classroom equipment   

 iPad applications/programs 

 Swimming Program Yrs P-6 

 Excursion/incursion levy 

 Interschool Sports Yrs 5 & 6 

 Preps receive a school hat & book satchel 

 House sports day 2-6  
 

Extra-Curricular 

 At times your child may like to participate in extra-curricular activities, these are all additional costs that you will 

need to pay.  

In 2020 there is a year 3-6 camp for 2 days to Sovereign Hill. More information will be provided at a later date but 

costs have been added to the booklist so that parents are aware and can plan ahead.  

Voluntary Contributions 

Tarneit Rise Primary School has a library Trust fund.  We rely on this fund to ensure a literature rich and engaging 

library for all children to benefit from. Contributions can be claimed as a tax deduction up our library.  You can make 

your contribution at the office.  An official school receipt will be supplied. Tarneit Rise Primary School values all 

contributions made. 

How and when can I pay? 

 Payments can be made between 8.30 am and 4pm at the office 

 Credit card and EFTPOS facilities are available  

 Bpay 

 Payment plans are available through Centrepay  
 

Office will be open from the 22nd of January 2020 for payment. Full payment due by the 28th of February 

unless payment plan has been organised. 

Please do not hesitate to contact the school office should you have any further queries. 
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2020 Materials & Book pack 

 

STUDENT’S NAME: ______________________________________ 2020 YEAR LEVEL   _________ 

DESCRIPTION OF CHARGES AMOUNT AMOUNT PAYING 

 

Essential Items Prep                   

 

$310.00 

 

 

Essential Items   Year 1  

 

$285.00 

 

 

Essential Items Year 2 

 

$300.00 

 

 

Essential Items Year 3 

 

$275.00 

 

 

Essential Items Year 4 

 

$275.00 

 

 

Essential Items Year 5 

 

$310.00 

 

 

Essential Items Year 6 

 

$225.00 

 

 

Year 3 -6 camp  

 

$300 

 

                                    

                                      Library Trust  

                                

 

 

                                             

 

$100.00 

$50.00 

Other 

 

CSEF (camps sports & excursion fund)  

 

for eligible health care card holders 

 

- $125.00 

TOTAL AMOUNT PAYING $ 
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